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Rijiju endorses farmer HC’s Judge view that top court Hijacked the
constitution.

Union law minister kiran Rijiju told that a” former Delhi High Court Judge of Delhi
view that SC had hijacked constitution was true.
He also told that most same person would believe that.

Shah Rukh Khan call – Assam CM to flag violent protest against Pathaan in
state :-
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Collegium – CJI + 4 Senior most judge of SC
High Court collegium – CJI + 2 Senior most Judges of the SC

Reason behind protest is saffron dress thal Dipika Padukone has wore in song
Besharam ranf of movie Pathaan which is going to be released in 25th January.
Many Hindu organization are protesting to ban the movie.
Assam CM told thal Shah Rukh called him at 2 A.M. regarding protests. CM told that
law and order will be maintained.

Raj Bhavan sends R-Day invite; Tamil Nadu emblem, name reappear.

In recent Invite for Pongal festival Tamil Nadu Raj Bhavan (Governar’s house) had send
invitation in which only
Govt. of India emblem was present. Also the name of state was mentioned
“Tamilzhaga” instead of Tamil Nadu. Also during a address in Legislative Governor had
told name as “tamizhagam” instead of Tamil Nadu. 
It had brought protest from DMK government in Tamil Nadu.
Now, In R-Day invite government Raj Bhavan has included Tamil Nadu emblem and the
state name as “Tamil Nadu”

 Context :-     

Turste is going on between SC and centre regarding SC power to appoint Judges.

In collegium system to appoint SC judge and HC Judges no representative of Union
government is present in collegium.

Recently government has sent request in SC to include Government representative in
collegium.

Prtotest is going an all over Indian and even more in Assam against
release of movie Pathaan.



Tamil Nadu name proposed by centre

Tamizhagam                                                   Tamil Nadu emblem 

NIA inspects blast site in Jammu: Security beefed up for R-Day and Yatra
after twin blast in Jammu which injured person security has been
beefed up as Republic-Day celeberation is coming and Bharat Jodo
Yatra is going in Jammu.
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Personal Pay’ to address disparity b/w Brigadier, major general.

NIFA has taken charge of investigation 
NIA – National Investigation Agency which generally takes charge of terrorist
cares, Bomb blasts etc.

Rise in attempts to revive militancy in Punjab, say speakers at
police meet.

Major General is past higher than Brigadier Armed Forces.
Brigadier Pay – 2.1 lakh + 15,500 (IMSP)
                            = 2.33 lakh
Major General pay – 2.18 lakh
MSP (Militery Service Pay) is paid to Brigadier but not paid to post above
Bridgadier.
To address this personal allowance of 14,900 los been propen

57th All India Police meet is going on in Delhi Punjab GDP briefed that after 2015 there
has been rise in attempt to revive pro Khalistani movements in Punjab. Pakistan and
few western countries like Canada is playing huge role in this by providing shelter and
technology to there. The main khalistani terrorist are wealhwa singh Babbar Horwinder
Singh Rinda, ranjeet Singh Neeta and Lakbir Singh rode.
Centre has told to use technology such as drones and other surveillance system to
surveillance Pakistan Punjab border.
The meeting was president by PM Modi Amit Shah, Ajit Doval and DGP of states took
part in it.

PM calls for Prison reforms and repeal of absolute laws.

At annual police meet in Delhi PM Modi suggested making Police forces more sensitive
and training them in emerging technologies.
He also told need to repeal obsolete criminal laws.



Gunman kills 10 during Luhar New Year fete in U.S.

A gunman killed 10 people at a ballroom dance studio amid a day of Lunar New Year
Celebration in los Argeles California Police is still in search of suspect.
Keeping gun is allowed in USA and several people dies every year by shooting. USA has
widely criticized all over world for such laws.

Israelis take to the streets against government plan to overhaul Judicial
system.
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 New Zealand b +  India
 (3)              (3)
    5                4

This defeat ended India’s hope for quarter final Birth.
                         Spain defeated Malaysia.
                                  (2)                        (2)

Penalties – 4                  3
Australian op – elena Rybakina defeated world no 1 Iga Swaitek

 Sports       

Hockey World Cup

Penelly
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Tens of thousands of Israelis gathered is Tel Aviv (Capital of Israel).
Benjamin Netenyahu (PM of Israel) had said that Judiciary has lots of power and
government may cut its power.
People were protesting telling that such move will turn country I dictatorship.

And that it will not be good for Israel’s emocracy.

More classified document found in search of Biden’s house.

Officials from the United States department of Justic department searched President
Joe Biden house and found few more classified documents of time when he was Vice-
President.
Many documents had been missing and Ministry of Justice got permission to search in
this regard.
However, Joe Biden has play down his incident as innocent mistake.



Recently, SC collegium pushed back government’s move to block
appointment of lawyers Saurabh Kripal, R-John Satyam and Someshwar
Sudersan to appoint them as Judges of Delhi High Court, Madras High
Court and Bombay High Court respectively. Saurabh Kripal case was
that heis a gey. R-John Satyam and Someshwar Sudersan were critical
to Government.

What editorial says?
Editorial says that by blocking these elevations government is trying to put logalistin
supreme court and SC is doing right by exposing government.
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The BJP will continue its experiments with regional parties in North East.

Tripura – BJP at Preset Situation

                           36
                           (Majority)

CM – Manik Saha but pin this election BJP and NPP are going to fight separately and
against each other.
 In Meghalaya – TMC is trying to increase its presena
 
                            Presently 
      MPP (20) UDP (8) BJP (3)

 Editorial -1     

Necessary Puspack
The centre should stop seeing Judicial appointments as rewards for loyalists.

 Editorial -2     

Election bugle

Nagaland

                 NPE            NDPP         BJP
                            
                    26              18              12
CM – Neiphu Rio (NDPP + BJP alliance) BJPhas seen good advance in North east starting
from victory in Tripura. But because of rising rehional parties and TMC trying to make its
presence felt there, BJP may collide with some regional parties.


